Protection of Leading DCIM, Building Automation and Security Systems to be showcased at Data Summit South by Stratus Technologies

London 9th February 2016 - The leading provider of availability solutions, Stratus Technologies (Stratus), has announced that it will be joining distributor 24/7 Uptime Ltd., to offer live demonstrations of its virtualised fault tolerant (ft) server and software solutions at a central London Summit on the 10th of February 2016.

The Data Centre Summit South, at London’s Barbican Centre, will bring together solutions providers and thought leaders from the data centre industry to demonstrate the latest technologies and practices and provide networking seminars from leading speakers in the field. The seminar programme will feature discussions and case studies about cloud economics, testing, and the effects on data centres of an increasingly connected world. Stratus Solutions Architect, Andy Bailey, will lead a seminar looking into recent UK Government statements regarding “mission critical” applications in business and how datacentre downtime is avoided using Always-On solutions.

The 24/7 Uptime team on stand 9 will provide an opportunity for the industry to get ‘hands-on’ with Stratus’ solutions and see how real-world applications benefit from Always-On availability. The ft server and software solutions significantly reduce the costs associated with unplanned downtime and help protect business reputations and the lives of workers and the general public across a variety of industries and public services. Demonstrations on the stand will include building security and data centre DCIM systems and visitors will be able to see first-hand how ft software and hardware solutions are able to maintain operations through systems failures.

The one day show starts at 9 AM on the 10th of February 2016 and is located in Barbican Exhibition Hall 2. Registration is now open.
About Stratus Technologies

Stratus Technologies is the leading provider of infrastructure-based solutions that keep applications running continuously in today’s always-on world. Stratus enables rapid deployment of always-on infrastructures, from enterprise servers to clouds, without any changes to applications. Stratus’ flexible solutions – software, platform and services – prevent downtime before it occurs and ensure uninterrupted performance of essential business operations.

For more information please visit [www.stratus.com](http://www.stratus.com) or follow on Twitter [@StratusAlwaysOn](https://twitter.com/StratusAlwaysOn).
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